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  RESPONSE TO ACTIVE SHOOTER 

 
 RUN – Have an escape plan and use stairwells  
 HIDE – Hide out of the shooter’s view, block entry or lock door 

and silence cell phone. Stay hidden until All Clear given. 
 FIGHT – As last resort and only when life in danger.   

 
When safe to do so get help.  Call 911 and then notify building 
security using stairwell intercom phones or call 100 S. Wacker 
Security at 312-327-1079 or 150 S. Wacker Security at 312-327-
1094. 

 
OFFICE SAFETY TIPS 

 
1. Report any suspicious or disorderly individuals to security at 100 S 

Wacker 312-327-1079 or 150 S Wacker 312-327-1094.   
2. Establish check-in and check-out procedures for guests.  Have all 

guests escorted in and out of your space by the person they are 
meeting with.  Do not let anyone walk unaccompanied in your 
space. Do not leave someone you do not know alone in your 
reception area while you go to find someone or get them a drink. 

3. Trust your gut instinct.  If you see someone in your space that 
does not belong, ask questions and verify their answers   

4. Lock your valuables and laptops.  Never show the contents of your 
wallet to anyone. 

5. Don't let someone use you to gain access.  Did you hear the door 
close behind you when you entered the space?  Did the individual 
on the elevator use their keycard if required?  The police call this 
piggybacking where criminals gain access by grabbing the door 
before it closes all the way or gaining access to a floor by riding 
with someone else. 

6. Develop a code word for staff to use if police are needed.  NORA 
is recommended which stands for Need an Officer Right Away. 

7. Alert your human resources department if you believe an 
employee exhibits potentially violent behavior. 

8. If you see something, say something.  Report suspicious activity 
to 855-777-8274. 
 
 

 








